Abstract Excess biomass buildup in biotrickling filters leads to low performance. The effect of biomass accumulation in a biotrickling filter (BTF) packed with polyurethane foam (PUF) was assessed in terms of hydrodynamics and void space availability in a system treating dimethyl disulfide (DMDS) vapors with an alkaliphilic consortium. A sample of colonized support from a BTF having been operating for over a year was analyzed, and it was found that the BTF void bed fraction was reduced to almost half of that calculated initially without biomass. , 35 %, and 0.6 mm respectively. A simplified geometric approximation of the complex PUF structure was proposed using an orthogonal 3D mesh that predicted 600 m 2 m −3 for the same biomass content. With this simplified model, it is suggested that the optimum biomass content would be around 20 % of bed volume. The activity of the microorganisms was evaluated by respirometry and the kinetics represented with a Haldane equation type. Experimentally determined parameters were used in a mathematical model to simulate the DMDS elimination capacity (EC), and better description was found when the removal experimental data were matched with a model including liquid axial dispersion in contrast to an ideal plug flow model.
Introduction
Odor control is a priority in populated areas because of public complaints near emission sources or greater environmental awareness reflected in stronger air quality regulation. In this regard, the efficiency of biological processes for the treatment of malodorous sulfur compounds, such as hydrogen sulfide, mercaptans, inorganic, and organic sulfides, has been thoroughly tested (Smet and Van Langenhove 1998; González-Sánchez et al. 2008; Ramírez et al. 2011; Estrada et al. 2012; Silva et al. 2012) .
In biofilters and biotrickling filters, odor causing pollutants in air are transferred to an active biofilm where they are transformed to non-odorous substances while more biomass is produced. Initially, and with adequate environmental Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1007/s00253-014-5929-7) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users.
conditions including active biomass, sufficient nutrients and well-distributed water flow over the packing biomass growth would be expected to occur by the colonization of all the superficial area of the support. The extended thin layer enhances the contaminant transport to the interior of the biofilm, which remains completely active. Nonetheless, sustained biomass accumulation in BTF packing leads initially to reduced efficiency and ultimately to shut down due to different factors. Firstly, at micro and mesoscopic level, the increase in the biofilm depth provokes that the innermost part becomes inactive (by either substrate or oxygen limitation). Secondly, irregularities in liquid and gas flows are developed from biofilm growth leading to fluctuations in the velocity profiles. At macroscopic scale, biomass accumulation induces the narrowing of air and liquid passages with consequent overall residence time reduction and increased pressure drop (Alonso et al. 1996; Trejo-Aguilar et al. 2005; Dorado et al. 2012) .
Assessing biomass accumulation in biotrickling filters may be accomplished at both scales by diverse methodologies. At small scale, microscopy is often utilized (De Beer and Stoodley 2006) but also a medical analysis technique such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can be used to examine the accumulation of biomass and the biofilm structure as has been recently reviewed by Neu et al. (2010) . MRI generates 3D images of the attached biofilm which, through further image processing, can be employed to obtain quantitative data such as the interfacial area and the volume. Deshusses et al. (1998) determined interfacial area and biofilm thickness in BTF and biofilter beds by computerized axial tomography reporting that the superficial area was higher than expected and it was related to biofilm roughness and concluded that further analyses of other supports at different void fractions were needed.
At the reactor (macroscopic) dimension, pressure drop is usually evaluated as a response to biomass growth (or accumulated byproducts such as elemental sulfur, EPS, etc.). Further assessment at this scale includes the evaluation of the residence time distribution technique (RTD), which has been used for characterizing the hydrodynamics in biotrickling filters (Iliuta et al. 2002; Trejo-Aguilar et al. 2005; Sharvelle et al. 2008a) . It is often considered that the liquid movement through a porous bed occurs by an ideal plug flow pattern. Nonetheless, some preferential channels or stagnant zones may arise as a consequence of packing structure and heterogeneity of biofilm growth, thus giving place to axial dispersion. In this sense, RTD analysis provides a measure of liquid dispersion for circulating fluids in packed beds. Many models and correlations accounting for axial dispersion in trickle-bed reactors have been described (Herskowitz and Smith 1983; Gianetto and Specchia 1992; Levenspiel 1998; Delgado 2006) with the piston dispersion model being the simplest and the more easily used in design. Nevertheless, the application of these expressions in modeling biotrickling filters is not common.
To date, only a few models include liquid dispersion to simulate gas treatment performance in biofilters and biotrickling filters (Zarook et al. 1998; Iliuta et al. 2002; Sharvelle et al. 2008b) . Some other includes interesting analyses through biomass growth functions to predict its influence on the biofiltration process (Alonso et al. 1996; Alonso et al. 1998; Iliuta et al. 2002) . However, these models were focused on packing particles with relatively simple geometries. Therefore, further studies are needed to evaluate hydrodynamic features of recently used packings, such as open pore polyurethane foam (PUF), coupled with biofilm buildup to simulate their effects over the gas treatment in biotrickling filters.
The aim of the present work was to examine the biomass accumulation effects over a long-term operated BTF hydrodynamics and performance. This objective was attained by assessing the biological intrinsic kinetics of the biofilm, by evaluating the available space and interfacial area for gas treatment in the BTF bed packed with open polyurethane foam through advanced imaging techniques and by simulating biofiltration performance using a mathematical model. Furthermore, a geometric model consisting in an orthogonal 3D mesh allowed representing the complex porous structure of PUF and predicting how the superficial area is affected as biomass increases and other hydrodynamic phenomena, such as reduced residence time or increased water hold-up are altered.
Materials and methods

Biotrickling filter
A squared column (0.08×0.08 m) BTF with four separated modules (height=0.12 m each) and five ports to sample gas or liquid (Fig. 1a) was used. It contained a total of 48 PUF cubes (0.04×0.04×0.04 cm) as carrier material. Superficial area for this specific PUF is 480 m 2 m −3 according to the manufacturer. The apparent density and porosity were determined in the laboratory and found to be 21 and 0.98 kg m −3
, respectively. Colonized PUF cubes were extracted from a previous alkaline BTF that was operated for more than a year degrading efficiently DMDS concentrations below 140 ppmv with 40 s of empty bed gas residence time, where biofilm was well developed in all the support. Information about the original consortium, mineral medium, and long-term gas treatment performance can be found elsewhere (Granada et al. 2009; ArellanoGarcía et al. 2012 ). The gas inlet and outlet were positioned in such a way that the BTF could operate either counter-current or in parallel flow mode. The BTF was provided with a spray nozzle that distributes the liquid uniformly over the transversal area. The liquid volume at BTF bottom (V LRES ) was 0.8 L. . The pressure drop for the gas stream was measured with a U tube manometer filled with water.
Intrinsic biological kinetics determination
Effective degradation rates without mass transfer effects were determined for biomass in a liquid phase respirometer, which consisted of a jacketed 2.6 mL glass chamber equipped with magnetic agitation, temperature control at 30º C, and a polarographic oxygen probe (YSI 5300A, USA). Biofilm samples were extracted from colonized PUF and milled in a glass pestle tissue grinder to eliminate macroscopic granules. The resultant slurry was washed twice with mineral medium to remove DMDS and then centrifuged to have a suspension which was used to evaluate biomass concentration in the biofilm by protein content. The respirometer was filled in batches with airsaturated alkaline mineral medium, a specific volume of biomass suspension and pulses of a concentrated DMDS aqueous solution. Specific oxygen consumption was registered as a function of DMDS and biomass protein concentration. The reaction rate of DMDS was evaluated based on biotic oxygen uptake rate and the oxidation stoichiometry reported by Smith and Kelly (1988) as shown in Eq. 1. Biological kinetics was estimated by minimizing the squared error between data from respirometry tests and the predictions of a Haldane type reaction model with inhibition by substrate.
Trickling liquid flow pattern description To characterize the liquid flow through the BTF, the liquid residence time distribution (RTD) technique was used. Dextran blue was utilized as tracer for the liquid stream as it is stable in time and pH, and its high molecular weight (approximate 20,000 g mol
) hinders absorption in the biofilm and packing material. Tracer pulses volume was in all cases 4 mL with a concentration of 10 g L −1
. The pulses were injected into the liquid stream through a septum located upstream just before the spray nozzle. Liquid samples were collected at intervals between 4 and 10 s, and their absorbance was measured within 1 h. The BTF dynamic liquid hold-up was obtained by measuring the liquid volume drained after 15 min of stopping gas and liquid flows.
The dispersed plug flow model equation for closed vessels (Eq. 2) was utilized to fit the experimental RTD curves and to determine dispersion coefficient values, as suggested by Levenspiel (1998) when the multiple samples method for collecting the tracer is used.
Where σ (h) is the time distribution variance of data, (h 
Biofilm physical features determination
The examination of the biofilm was performed between day 10 and 20 (see Fig. 3 ). Biofilm volume in PUF was evaluated by extracting five packing pieces from the BTF. Afterwards, the biomass from each piece was individually detached by successive washings and centrifuged to measure pellet volume. An average between all samples was calculated to have a representative value of biomass concentration throughout the BTF. Biofilm thickness (δ) was estimated by dividing the biomass volume by the clean packing superficial area (a p ).
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) analysis was applied to some of the colonized packing pieces. For this technique, some carrier cubes were submerged in alkaline mineral medium mixed with gadolinium contrast agent (Gadovist, 1 mmol L −1 , Bayer, Mexico). Afterwards, the foam cubes were drained for 1 h and then analyzed in a magnetic scanner (Varian, VNMR 7 T, USA). Gradient echo multi slice (GEMS) sequences were acquired in a 50 per 50 mm field with a 512× 512 pixel matrix giving a resolution of 97.5 μm. Sequences of 80 images were acquired from each cube taking a slice image every 0.5 mm. Only the biofilm structure impregnated with the contrast medium was registered as the polyurethane matrix is invisible in this assay. Superficial area and volume of the biofilm were calculated from 3D reconstructions made with the OsiriX imaging software. Estimates of volume occupied either by total liquid hold-up or biofilm volume were deducted from packing material original void space to have an approximation of the actual bed porosity (ε).
Analytical methods
Biofilm protein content was measured by digestion in 0.2 N NaOH and further analysis with a reagent kit assay (DC BioRad, USA). Gaseous DMDS concentration was analyzed using a gas chromatograph equipped with a FPD detector (HP 5890, USA) and a capillary column (Varian CP-PORABOND Q 25 m×0.32 mm×5 μm, USA). Sulfate was determined according to Standard Methods (1998). Dextran blue liquid concentration was evaluated by spectrophotometry at 290 nm (Jiménez et al. 1988) . To evaluate gas treatment performance in the BTF, the elimination capacity, EC (g DMDS m
), and removal efficiency, RE (%), were calculated as:
Where C in and C out (g DMDS m ) is the gas flow rate, and V bed (m 3 ) is the packed bed volume.
Biofiltration model
The proposed model is based on the mathematical description of a BTF made previously by Kim and Deshusses (2003) . The main assumptions are:
& The packing is completely covered by biofilm, which is in turn entirely coated by a liquid film. & Gas flow is considered to be plug flow while the axial dispersion model is used for liquid flow. & Gas-liquid and liquid-biofilm interphases are in equilibrium, according to Henry law constants. & The biodegradation reaction occurs only in the biofilm and it was not limited by oxygen.
The following partial differential equations describe the dynamic mass balances expressed in concentration (C). Mass balances for oxygen and DMDS (both gaseous and dissolved) and sulfate (dissolved) were calculated in gas, liquid, and biofilm phases considered for BTF modeling.
The mass balances for DMDS are depicted in Eqs. 5 to 9. The subscripts G, L, B, and REC denote gas, liquid, biofilm, and recirculation, while iG and iB denote the gas-liquid and liquid-biofilm interfaces, respectively.
Gas phase
Where u G is the gas superficial velocity in the BTF and H is the dimensionless Henry law constant. Initial condition at t=0, C G =0. Boundary condition at discretization i=1, C G =C in , either for counter current or parallel flow mode, (see Fig. 1b ).
Liquid phase
Where u L is the superficial liquid velocity inside the BTF. Initial condition at t=0, C L =0. Boundary conditions for counter current flow C L =C LREC at i=10. For parallel flow C L =C LREC at i=1. In any case for i=1 to 10, C L =C G /H.
Where D eff is the diffusion coefficient for DMDS. Initial condition at t=0, C B =0. Boundary condition at biofilm-liquid Fig. 1 a Diagram of the biotrickling filter for DMDS treatment. 1 Needle valve; 2 rotameter; 3 peristaltic pump; 4 DMDS bubbling vessel; 5 mixing vessel; 6 packed bed; 7 sodium hydroxide 1 N solution; 8 pH control; and 9 exhaust gas extractor. b Reactor bed discretization used for modeling interface j=1, C B =C L ; while at biofilm-support interface ∂C B / ∂x=0.
Biological reaction kinetics
The specific rates obtained through respirometry were transformed to volumetric rates in the model considering a ratio of protein to total volume of 0.3 w/w of the biofilm in the BTF bed.
Balance for the recirculating liquid at BTF bottom
Initial condition at t=0, C LREC =0. In order to evaluate the influence of the liquid dispersion over the BTF performance, the model predictions of dispersed flow model were compared with the ideal plug flow, through the inclusion or absence of a dispersion term in the mass balance (Eq. 6).
Model equations were solved with the Matlab® software using the finite differences method. For this procedure, both BTF packed height and biofilm thickness were discretized in ten sections each for simulation (see Fig. 1b ). Increasing the discretization number did not change significantly the model estimations.
Polyurethane foam model
The complex internal structure of the polyurethane foam was simplified according to ) and the filament diameter (0.3±0.1 mm) of the foam used in our assays. The intersections of the filaments (Fig. 2c) implied superficial area and volume losses due to superposition of plastic segments and biofilm. These reductions were accounted in the model considering each node to have the shape of the well-known Steinmetz solid, which is formed by the orthogonal intersection of three cylinders. The area and volume of the Steinmetz solid were calculated as:
Where D corresponds to the diameter of a single filament; the matrix superficial area and volume in a 1 m 3 basis were then calculated as:
Where NF is the number of filaments, NI is the number of intersections, and λ represents the longitude of filaments, in this case equivalent to 1 m. The effect of biofilm development over the superficial area and biomass volume was evaluated by supposing a uniform biofilm growth on the filaments and thus the diameter in Eqs. 10-13 and Fig. 2c . Biofilm volume estimates were corrected by subtracting the volume of the biofilm-free filament considering the average diameter measured experimentally.
Results
Gas treatment performance in the biotrickling filter
At the beginning of the experiments reported here, the BTF maximum elimination capacity (EC) was 20 g DMDS m −3 h −1 , with removal efficiency (RE) of around 86 %, as it is shown in ) for parallel and countercurrent mode, respectively.
Polyurethane foam model
Mathematical optimization of the number of filaments in the matrix fitting the experimentally measured packing apparent density of 21±0.5 kg m −3 lead to the results presented in Table 1 . With data in Table 1 as the starting point, the superficial area and the volume occupied by the biofilm were estimated using Eqs. 10-13 and varying D which is related to the biofilm depth and the results are depicted in Fig. 4 . The irregular bell shape curve predicts initially an increase in the specific area as the biofilm is formed on the filaments by the effect of augmented diameter. As the diameter increases, in this case, beyond a biofilm depth of around 0.7 mm, the superficial area diminishes due to the increment of the node size ( Fig. 2c and Eq 12).
Biofilm physical features
Five PUF colonized cubes were sampled between day 10 and 20 (see Fig. 3 ), and by detaching the biofilm, it was found that 30±2 % of the packed bed volume (0.9 L) was occupied by biomass. After dividing this volume by the superficial area of the clean PUF, an average biofilm thickness of 0.6±0.1 mm was calculated. Further analyses of packing cubes but now with MRI showed a coarse biofilm surface (see Fig. 5 ) and further image analysis suggested that the biomass occupied approximately 35 % of bed volume while its superficial area was around 650 m 2 m −3 . This was similar to the sum of volume percentage calculated by detaching the biomass plus the 2.0 % of the PUF packing volume occupied by polyurethane itself. An animation of the biofilm reconstructed by the MRI images is provided in a video in the Supplementary material section.
Intrinsic biological kinetics Figure 6 shows the results of the intrinsic oxygen uptake rates from respirometry experiments which were fitted to the reaction model stated in Eq. 8, afterwards the correspondent DMDS consumption kinetics were correlated by using the stoichiometry of Eq. , and 8.2 g DMDS m −3 were determined for R max , K s , and K i , respectively. Fig. 3 Biotrickling filter performance evolution during the experimental period. The reactor had been previously operated for over a year Trickling liquid flow description Figure 7 shows the RTD profiles obtained for the liquid flow through the BTF packed bed. It is observed that tracer elution through clean PUF was faster than through colonized PUF maybe as a result of higher liquid hold-up and the tortuosity promoted by biofilm growth. Average liquid residence times through clean and colonized PUF were 10 and 60 s, respectively. In both cases, complete recovery of tracer was verified by mass balances in liquid flow, thus discarding tracer absorption in either biofilm or PUF. By observing the trickling liquid at the bottom of the modules, it was found that biomass growth favors the redistribution of the liquid through the packing.
Main results from RTD experiments for flow through clean and colonized PUF are shown in Table 2 . The Péclet number was determined after adjusting the distribution time data to the closed vessel model (Eq. 2).
Biotrickling filter model Table 3 shows a summary of the parameters introduced in the BTF model for simulate gas treatment. With these parameters, model predictions of concentration profiles with both variations (dispersed and ideal plug flow), either in counter current or parallel flow operation, were compared with experimental data in Fig. 8 , where the experimental removal efficiencies were 75 and 80 % for the operation in counter current and parallel mode, respectively. Similar comparison was made with an independent experiment but with an initial concentration of 0.25 g m −3 (not shown) with trends similar to those found in Fig. 8 .
Discussion
As it is observed in Fig. 6 , results from respirometry fit well a Haldane reaction model with inhibition by substrate. Nonetheless, it is possible to consider that no inhibitory effect of DMDS would be present at the BTF operation conditions reported here, where initial gaseous concentrations never exceeded 140 ppmv (0.54 g m
−3
). On the contrary, the amount of gaseous DMDS employed in this study promoted liquid concentrations where maximum reaction rate would be located. Compared to kinetics previously reported for DMDS oxidizing bacteria in neutral cultures (Smith and Kelly 1988) , the alkaliphilic biofilm in this study showed smaller DMDS affinity and degrading activity of one and two orders of magnitude, respectively. Far from being considered as a drawback, this may imply an advantage for the alkaliphilic Vertical arrows indicate mean residence time biomass in biofiltration applications where a slow colonization of packing material would lengthen the time before the appearance of bed channeling or plugging, while microbial activity is enough to carry out low DMDS concentrations removal satisfactorily. In this sense, the observed DMDS elimination capacities during the experiments reported here (Fig. 3) are comparable with the previous reports of DMDS treatment in BTF at neutral pH (Ramirez et al. 2011; Wan et al. 2011) . However, it is important to consider that in our case the effective gas residence time was reduced approximately to half of that initially calculated (40 s), due to biomass accumulation and liquid hold-up presence.
In a previous experiment (data not shown), detaching approximately 0.3 L of biomass from the packing lead to an EC increases of nearly 50 %. Nonetheless, it was observed a liquid hold-up increase from 20 to 30 %. The increased elimination capacity obtained in the BTF operation after detaching part of the immobilized biomass may be a consequence of a higher superficial area available for DMDS absorption, nonetheless, this extra area would be equally covered with a trickling liquid film as indicated previously (Picioreanu et al. 2000) explaining the liquid hold-up increase observed after detaching part of the biofilm.
From RTD experiments (Fig. 7) , it is seen that biomass accumulation in PUF support leads to an increment of liquid retention time in accordance to results previously reported by other authors (TrejoAguilar et al. 2005; Sharvelle et al. 2008a) where the presence of stagnant zones was emphasized. In our case, the intricate porous structure of PUF may influence the liquid flow pattern even when biomass was absent, obtaining Péclet values of 10.3 and 4.3 for liquid flow through clean and colonized PUF, respectively. Having in mind that ideal plug flow is characterized by Pe magnitudes higher than 100 (Levenspiel 1998) , it is clear that the dispersion degree is substantial for the liquid flow through PUF at any colonization stage.
As it is portrayed in Fig. 8 , the dispersed plug flow model (DPFM) fits better the experimental data than the ideal plug flow model (IPFM), especially when predicting the performance in parallel flow mode. The contrast between DPFM and IPFM shows that dispersion for liquid streams should be considered when modeling BTFs operation, at least when materials similar to open polyurethane foam are used. With respect to the flow mode operation, it was observed experimentally that when BTF was operated in parallel flow mode both smaller liquid hold-up and pressure drop were obtained as compared to counter current flow. This result evidences the interaction between gas and liquid flow direction and suggests that parallel operation may be a better choice at least from the energy consumption point of view. In any case, the biofiltration model predicted that no limitation by oxygen occurred within the biofilm (not shown), although it may not be discarded that actual liquid O 2 concentrations are lower than calculated due to endogenous respiration.
In relation to the real PUF comparison to the mesh model proposed in this study, the main differences arise from the complexity and randomness of real packing, which could promote biomass growth similar to that observed on the MRI images (Fig. 5a, b and Supplementary video). Some PUF estimated properties as average pore size and porosity were in well agreement with measured values. Others, such as , where close to 30 % of packing would be occupied by biomass (Fig. 4) . From this point, specific area diminishes as a consequence of further biofilm accumulation. In this respect, a mathematical representation of a biofilter with specific area dependence on biofilm growth was previously reported (Alonso et al. 1998 ). These authors considered spherical geometry for packing particles and model predictions respecting pollutant removal were in well agreement with experimental data, however, the estimated specific area was invariably decreasing since theoretical biofilm development began. In contrast, the physical model for superficial area utilized in this study led to a bell curve type function (Fig. 4) , which fits to scatter data either from foam manufacturer or MRI determination and may serve as evidence of this area tendency actually being happening when PUF is colonized in a biotrickling filter.
Furthermore, when estimated values of superficial area depicted in Fig. 4 were introduced into the biotrickling filter model, the influence of biomass accumulation over gas residence time and treatment efficiency of the alkaline BTF treating DMDS vapors was estimated and the results are illustrated in Fig. 9 .
As shown in Fig. 9 , when volume occupied by biomass increased from 0 to 20 %, the specific area also augments from 220 to 570 m 2 m −3
; nevertheless, RE shows an increment of barely 15 %. This predicted low response in RE when superficial area increases more than 150 % may be a consequence of a process limitation by reaction in biofilm. In this regard, it would be expected that further biomass accumulation lead to higher RE values. Nonetheless, model shows the opposed with an ER drop when biomass attained 32 % of bed volume in spite of area reached 615 m 2 m −3
. This could be attributable to the gas residence time reduction, which at this point would be 60 % of its initial value. Thereafter, the RE diminishing tendency remains as it is driven by reductions in gas residence time and superficial area.
Images obtained from the MRI analysis showed a biomass structure that agreed with the previous reports (Lewandowski et al. 1995; De Beer and Stoodley 2006) where the biofilm roughness was described. This could lead to superficial area increments and hydrodynamic changes influencing the gas treatment performance in practical applications. In this sense, the biofilm structure effect on mass transport was theoretically addressed by Picioreanu et al. (2000) emphasizing that even when coarseness could lead to a biofilm area rise, effective mass transfer may decrease as only biofilm peaks receive substrate while valleys remain filled with stagnant liquid that hinders substrate diffusion. Therefore, the liquid , compared to experimental RE data (Δ) at same inlet load velocity through biomass irregularities is highlighted as a determining factor for mass transport through a gas liquid interface. This reasoning could be directly related with experimental evidence in biofiltration applications where liquid flow rate impact over performance was proven in the absence of external mass transfer limitation (Kim and Deshusses 2005) .
The agreement between the BTF bed volume occupied by biofilm either evaluated by manually detaching the biofilm or by MRI analysis indicates the possibility of determining some specific parameters with relatively simple procedures. However, further comparisons at different colonized volume fractions and packing materials are required to confirm this evidence.
The theoretical analysis for BTF performance carried out in this study locates the optimum biomass concentration near 20 % of bed volume, which would correspond to a biofilm depth of 0.4 mm immobilized on PUF surface. At this condition, RE close to 90 % would be expected with gas residence time reductions no higher than 30 % (Fig. 9 ) while pressure drop would be close to 0.5 cmH 2 O m column −1 as it was calculated from the Darcy law equation; this would imply low energy requirements for compressing the gas stream for feeding a biotrickling filter.
In conclusion, the experimental procedures presented in this study were utilized to evaluate parameters which are rarely assessed when colonized supports in a biotrickling filter show extensive microbial growth. These features included gas residence time, superficial area, and dispersion degree in the liquid stream which proved to be closely influenced by biomass accumulation.
With the aid of experimentally determined parameters, the effect of biomass growth on performance of a biotrickling filter was obtained by coupling a simple, yet powerful, representation of the complex PUF topology using an orthogonal mesh to the usual mass balance equations. Model predictions emphasized the relative importance of biotic (such as biomass content and degradative activity) and abiotic (superficial surface, effective residence time, etc.) parameters on performance. Thus, at first stages after startup, modeling predicts biomass concentration to be the biofiltration limiting factor, while at high biomass accumulations, typical of a long-term operation, reduced residence time could determinate the gas treatment efficiency. Furthermore, this theoretical analysis permitted to establish an optimum biomass concentration which could be maintained more easily with a slow growing microbial consortium as alkaliphilic bacteria, while acceptably removal rates of gaseous pollutant would be obtained. It can be predicted that other systems may require less biomass if the specific activity is higher than the consortium used here. Characterization of the biofilm may be performed repeatedly throughout BTF operation to obtain valuable information about the relationship between biofilm growth and gas treatment performance which would be very useful to confirm the viability of representing the complex phenomena occurring inside a BTF by relatively simple models.
